CACI has more than a decade of experience providing healthcare-specific information assurance services to federal healthcare customers, including the Defense Health Agency and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). We provide standards-based Certification and Accreditation (C&A) and Assessment and Authorization (A&A) technical support to the Department of Defense (DoD) Military Healthcare System. Our proven, repeatable process for performing qualitative assessment and technical evaluation comprises automated scans, Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs), system security reviews, and information system documentation preparation and evaluation. Additionally, our Agile Assurance approach for the Veterans Benefits Management System (VBMS) is now a model of information security success within the Department of Veterans Affairs. Using an Agile software development approach, we conduct information security services in support of this nationwide system.
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CACI’s comprehensive cyber solutions secure federal health programs and protect beneficiaries’ PII and PHI data. Our information assurance expertise combined with health IT domain knowledge ensures the best possible protection of our customers’ critical health-related information.

Securing Defense Health Agency Systems

Working closely with the DoD’s Defense Health Agency (DHA) leaders to shape their C&A programs into a consistent, repeatable process, CACI has developed and delivered hundreds of C&A/A&A packages. Our cybersecurity support to DoD healthcare systems includes:

- Initiating the DoD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP) and Risk Management Framework (RMF) process with healthcare providers to review their technical architecture and determine the assessment boundary that is required to undergo Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) testing
- Conducting IV&V testing on DHA contractor and government systems that contain DoD-sensitive information
- Developing and reviewing DIACAP/RMF documentation to support various levels of C&A/A&A such as Conditional Authorization to Operate, Authorization to Operate, Annual Reviews, and Risk Assessments
- Providing continuous monitoring and follow-up of all DHA contractor and government systems to ensure continued compliance with DIACAP/RMF requirements

Ensuring Mission Success for the VA

Through our proprietary Agile Assurance approach, CACI is enabling the Veterans Benefits Management System (VBMS) to support VA accreditation requirements, protect patient health information and personally identifiable information, and facilitate the rapid release of new capabilities to the Veterans Benefits Administration. Our services to VBMS are now a model of success within VA’s Office of Information & Technology, leading the enterprise with an integrated security capability built in to the software development lifecycle. With CACI’s support, VBMS has achieved the highest security compliance in the history of the program (a 95% compliance score) without impact to its release schedule.